Terms and Conditions and FAQs
Payment:
You can pay to one of our team just before the tour in Euro. Please bring the correct amount
with you.
Cancellation:
Up to 48 hours before your trip you can cancel for no reason. Later the cancellation cost are
100% of the total cost.
Minimum number of participants:
There is a minimum number of participants of 8 adults. If this number cannot be reached, we
are happy to offer you a private tour (possibly at higher cost).
Clothing:
Our recommendation
•

Longsleeves shirts, trousers and skirts covering the knees

•

Hat or scarf to protect against the sun

•

In the wintertime a jacket

•

If you would like to visit a mosque, women are required to wear a headscarf; men shall wear
long trousers and shirts covering their shoulders

•

No transparent fabrics

Money change:
There is a money changer at the port terminal. Last year guests were able to change Euro 50
and more and upon return they could convert the remaining money to the same exchange rates.
Usually you can pay with credit cards or you can withdraw money from any ATM. Payment of
taxis is preferably in local currency, but also possible in Euro or Dollars. Taxis are not accepting
credit cards.
Children and babies:
Please let us know with your booking if you need a car seat. We have a limited amount of car
seats which we can provide for free. Please note that for safety reason we are not able to offer a
regular desert safari for children below 3. However we are happy to offer you a private tour
where you can safely determine your own speed or decide if you would like to go around the
dunes instead of driving over the dunes.
Wheel chair:
Our tours are not wheelchair suitable. But please feel free to contact us to offer you a wheel
chair suitable tour.
Meeting point:

Easy! Take the 10 minutes busshuttle from the port to the Museum of Islamic Art. There our
team is waiting for you holding signs with „PEARLS OF DOHA TOURS“. For the evening tour at
souq Waqif we meet at the DOHA BUS station (opposite Al Fanar Culture Centre).
Food&Beverage:
In all our trips a bottle of water is included. For the desert tours we are providing F&B according
to the itinerary.
Kontakt:
PEARLS OF DOHA TOURS
Tania Fecht und Julia Whyte
Email:
www.xy
Taxi:
The usual Taxis in Qatar, „Karwa“, are trustworthy and of turquoise color. Please make sure that
the taximeter is switched on. We recommend to pay in local currency, credit cards are not yet
accepted.
Local time:
UTC+3. Please note that our tours refer to local Doha time.
Please don‘t forget:
• cash
• IDcard from the ship
• Towels and sandals/Flip Flops for the desert beach tour or desert safari
• sunscreen
• hut
• camera
• important mediation
• additional drinks and snacks
safety:
Qatar is one of the safest countries in the world. If you comply to simple rules of a muslim
country you can move around Qatar with no worries.
Sockets:

Qatar uses Typ D and G sockets. The voltage is 240 V with a frequency of 50 Hz.
Tips:
Tips are voluntary but it is common to tip around 5-10% of the bill.

